Electrocardiographic changes in serious decompression sickness.
Electrocardiographic changes observed in 21 dogs suffering from spinal cord decompression sickness (DCS) are described. Changes seen included P wave peaking and P-R depression compatible with right heart strain; S-T segment and T wave changes suggestive of myocardial ischemia; and ventricular arrhythmias ranging from unifocal premature ventricular contractions to ventricular tachycardia. Compression therapy did not always restore the ECG changes promptly to normality. The changes are discussed in association with concurrent physiological events. These included pulmonary hypertension, systemic hypertension and hypotension, and cerebral DCS. Possible mechanisms ranging from local cardiac DCS or coronary gas embolism to autonomic nervous system disturbances arising from cerebral and spinal cord DCS are reviewed. It is concluded that ECG recordings should be made more often when treating clinical DCS.